To get prescription lenses or have your frames adjusted, take your Echo Frames and this card to your optician.
OPTICIAN GUIDE
PLEASE READ THIS CARD BEFORE MAKING ANY ADJUSTMENTS

WHAT IS ADJUSTABLE?
Echo Frames contain electronics.
The temple tips are the ONLY adjustable parts on the frames.

ADDITIONAL INFO?
To see more information on how to handle Echo Frames and warranty coverage, go to amazon.com/EchoFramesRX.

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS TO AVOID DAMAGE

- **NO ALCOHOL SOLUTIONS ON FRAMES**
  To remove ink from lenses, apply isopropyl alcohol (70% max) with caution.

- **COLD MOUNT ONLY**
  Do not heat the front frame

- **NOT WATERPROOF**
  Do not rinse under running water

- **NOT ADJUSTABLE**
  No Electronics

- **ADJUSTABLE**
  Hold on to the metal accent

- **HEAT OK FROM METAL ACCENT TO TEMPLE TIP**
  Use 100°-120°F

- **HEAT OK ON TEMPLE TIPS**
  Use 100°-120°F

- **NO HEAT FROM METAL ACCENT FORWARD**
  No Electronics

- **DO NOT ADJUST WITH PLIERS**
  Pliers will damage internal sensors